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Abstract
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point in time, namely i = 1, . . . , N observed at dates t = 1, . . . , T. In addition to expanding N and T, we also
have the sampling frequency h of the data used to compute the volatility estimates where we rely on data collected
at increasing frequency, h ↓ 0. The continuous record or in-fill asymptotics (h ↓ 0) allows us to control the crosssectional and serial correlation among the idiosyncratic errors of the panel. A remarkable result emerges. Under
suitable regularity conditions the traditional principal component analysis yields super-consistent estimates of the
factors at each point in time. Namely, contrary to the root-N standard normal consistency we find N -consistency,
also standard normal, due to the fact that the high frequency sampling scheme is tied to the size of the cross-section,
boosting the rate of convergence.
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Introduction

We consider situations where volatility is driven by a small set of common risk factors. Various theoretical
asset pricing models, particularly the affine class of asset pricing models, yield such an environment. In this
paper we consider the task of extracting the volatility risk factors from panels of filtered volatilities using
ARCH-type models or realized volatilities. In case of the former, we know that ARCH models potentially
feature specification errors, yet as argued by Nelson (1990), Nelson and Foster (1994), Nelson (1996),
among others, they can be viewed as filters and deliver reliable estimates of spot volatility despite their
mis-specification. To obtain such results we need some continuous record asymptotic arguments about the
samples used to estimate the volatilities. On top of this, we need both large cross-sections (of dimension N)
of such volatilities and we need a reasonably long time series (of length T). This entails some challenges
regarding the large sample analysis used to estimate the factors, as the ARCH-type filters add one additional
limiting argument - besides the large N and large T asymptotics of Stock and Watson (2002), Bai and Ng
(2002), Bai (2003), among others. The data structure we have in mind involves three types of asymptotics.
There is the cross-section of volatilities estimates at each point in time, namely i = 1, . . . , N observed at
dates t = 1, . . . , T. In addition to the expanding N and T, we also have the sampling frequency h used to
compute volatility estimates or realized volatilities with data collected at increasingly finer frequency, h ↓ 0.
The continuous record (for ARCH filters) or in-fill (for realized volatilities) asymptotics with h ↓ 0 allow us
to control the cross-sectional and serial correlation among the idiosyncratic errors of the panel. Intuitively, a
judicious choice of h will prevent the errors from becoming a pervasive factor in the panel. Hence, we create
a well-behaved panel data set by controlling the sampling scheme used to construct filtered volatilities. A
remarkable result emerges. Under suitable regularity conditions the traditional principal component analysis
yields super-consistent estimates of the factor at each point in time. Namely, contrary to the root-N standard
normal consistency we find N -consistency, also standard normal, due to the fact that the high frequency
sampling scheme is tied to the size of the cross-section, boosting the rate of convergence.
The use of ARCH-type filters excludes jumps in the data generating process. We therefore also apply similar
arguments to large panels of realized volatilities which can accommodate the presence of jumps. The latter
is an idea explored notably by Anderson and Vahid (2007) and Barigozzi, Brownlees, Gallo, and Veredas
(2011), although neither develop a comprehensive asymptotic theory, which is provided in this paper. In the
case of realized measures, we consider various estimators, such as the realized variance estimators proposed
by Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2002b), Jacod and Protter (1998) and Zhang (2001a), the bi-power
measures of Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004b) and Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004a), and
the various measures which account for the presence of microstructure noise, see e.g. Zhang, Mykland, and
Aı̈t-Sahalia (2005), Zhang (2006), Barndorff-Nielsen, Hansen, Lunde, and Shephard (2008), Gloter and
Jacod (2000), among others. While the various realized measure estimators feature different convergence
rates (involving different population objects) they yield similar asymptotic results for the estimation of the
volatility factors, albeit for suitably tailored linkages between N and h, i.e. the expansion of the cross1

section and the high frequency data sampling scheme. This means that large panels of filtered or realized
volatilities yield super-consistent estimation of volatility factors, where super-consistency refers to the rate
at which the volatility factors can be recovered every period t in the panel.
In a first section of the paper we provide the asset pricing context for the volatility risk factor specification.
The setting is one of a continuous time affine jump diffusion. The second section covers ARCH filters, the
third the realized measure cases. Section four contains simulation evidence and section five concludes the
paper.

2

Affine Asset Pricing Models

We start with the widely used class of continuous time affine jump diffusion (henceforth AJD) asset pricing
models. To fix notation, we follow the presentation of Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000) and consider
a filtered probability space (Ω, F, (Ft )t≥0 , P) where the filtration satisfies the usual conditions (see e.g.
Protter (2004)) and P refers to the physical or historical probably measure. Moreover, we suppose that the
k-dimensional F-adapted process X f of state variables or factors is Markov in some state space D ⊂ Rk ,
solving the stochastic differential equation:
dXtf = µP (Xtf )dt + σ(Xtf )dWtP + dZtP

(2.1)

where WtP is an Ft -adapted Brownian motion under P in Rk , µP : D → Rk , σ : D → Rk×k , and ZtP
is a pure jump process whose jumps have a fixed probability distribution ν P on Rk with arrival intensity
λP (Xtf ) : t ≥ 0, for some λP : D → [0, ∞).
Some of our analysis will require continuous path processes, i.e. exclude jumps. We therefore formulate
two assumptions for the characterization of the state variable processes, namely:
Assumption 2.1 (AJD). The distribution of X f , given an initial known X0f at t = 0, is completely
characterized by a quadruplet (K P , H, lP , θP ) of parameters determining the affine functions:
µP (x) = K0P + K1P x,
(σ(x)σ(x)T )ij = (H0 )ij + (H1 )Tij x
λP (x) = l0P + l1P x,

K P ≡ (K0P , K1P ) ∈ Rk × Rk×k
H ≡ (H0 , H1 ) ∈ Rk×k × Rk×k×k
lP ≡ (l0P , l1P ) ∈ R × Rk

(2.2)

and where the jump transform θP determines the jump-size distribution, i.e. for c ∈ Ck , the set of k-tuples of
R
complex numbers, we let θP (c) ≡ Ck exp (cz)dν P (z) whenever the integral is well defined.
We also consider the more restricted class where either jumps do not occur and/or the jump size distribution
is degenerate with unit mass at zero, yielding:
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Assumption 2.2 (AD). The X f in equation (2.1) excludes the Zt component and therefore, given an initial
known X0f at t = 0, is completely characterized by the pair (K P , H) of parameters determining the affine
functions specified in Assumption 2.1.
Finally, we also assume absence of arbitrage, which implies the existence of (Ω, F, (Ft )t≥0 , Q) where Q is
an equivalent martingale measure under the risk neutral world. Furthermore, we assume that X f is also an
AJD under Q, and therefore:
Assumption 2.3 (AJD/Q). Under the risk-neutral equivalent martingale measure Q the process X is
described by:
dXtf = µQ (Xtf )dt + σ(Xtf )dWtQ + dZtQ
(2.3)
completely characterized by a quadruplet (K Q , H, lQ , θQ ) of parameters determining the affine functions:
µQ (x) = K0Q + K1Q x,
(σ(x)σ(x)T )ij = (H0 )ij + (H1 )Tij x
λQ (x) = l0Q + l1Q x,

K Q ≡ (K0Q , K1Q ) ∈ Rk × Rk×k
H ≡ (H0 , H1 ) ∈ Rk×k × Rk×k×k
lQ ≡ (l0Q , l1Q ) ∈ R × Rk

(2.4)

and the analogue jump transform θQ .
Finally, we also impose a set of technical regularity conditions, namely:
Assumption 2.4. The paths of σ(Xtf ) are locally bounded, i.e. with probability 1 the paths are of bounded
variation on any compact subinterval of [0, ∞), and are bounded away from zero under both probability
measures. the affine jump diffusion satisfies:
The main advantage in choosing the AJD stochastic environment lies in the fact that the Laplace transform
of Xtf will be exponentially affine. Under technical regularity conditions (see Duffie, Pan, and Singleton
(2000) and next section), and given Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 we have under either measure:
f
f
EP (exp (−ω T Xt+τ
)|Ft ) ≡ EPt (exp (−ω T Xt+τ
))

= exp (−αP (τ, ω)T Xtf + β P (τ, ω))
(2.5)

f
EQ (exp (−ω T Xt+τ
)|Ft )

≡

T f
EQ
t (exp (−ω Xt+τ ))

=

exp (−αQ (τ, ω)T Xtf

+

β Q (τ, ω))

where the coefficients (under both P and Q) α(t, ω) ∈ Rn and β(t, ω) ∈ R satisfy a Riccati ODE system
(with P and Q superscripts for α, β, θ, K, and l omitted for simplicity):
∂α/∂t = (K1 )T α − 21 (α)T H1 α − l1 (θ(α) − 1)
(2.6)
∂β/∂t = (K0

)T α

−

1
T
2 (α) H0 α
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− l0 (θ(α) − 1)

with boundary conditions (again with P and Q superscripts omitted for simplicity) α(0, ω) = ω and β(0, ω)
= 0.
Again, following Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000), one can similarly derive characteristic functions as well
as cumulant-generating functions, which allow us to compute conditional moments both under P and Q.
In a generic AJD no-arbitrage asset price setting, Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000) show that the bond,
equity and variance premia at different investment horizons are linear functions of the same risk factors - i.e.
state variables Xtf . In the term structure literature it is common to rotate the factors such that they correspond
to the commonly used level, slope and curvature factors. The equity premia literature has instead focused
on factors driven by macroeconomic fundamentals, in particular consumption uncertainty in the context
of long-run risk economies studied by Bansal and Yaron (2004), where agents have a preference for early
resolution of uncertainty and therefore dislike increases in economic uncertainty.1
While we will consider a broad asset class, we start with equity returns. We start with a reduced form for
expected excess log returns (on the market portfolio):
EtP [rt,t+τ ] = γer (τ )Xtf ,

(2.7)

Following Britten-Jones and Neuberger (2000), Jiang and Tian (2005), and Carr and Wu (2009), we define
the variance risk premium (VRP) as the difference between expected variance under the risk-neutral measure
and expected variance under the objective measure.
The VRP has been studied extensively as it relates to variance swap contracts for which there is an active
market particularly pertaining to the S&P 500 stock market index. One leg of the swap will pay an amount
based upon the realized variance of the price changes of the underlying. Conventionally, these price changes
will be daily log returns. The other leg of the swap will pay a fixed amount, which is the strike, quoted at the
deal’s inception. Thus the net payoff to the counter-parties will be the difference between these two and will
be settled in cash at the expiration. Hence, at maturity, the payoff to the long side of the swap is equal to the
difference between the realized variance over the life of the contract and a constant called the variance swap
rate. No arbitrage dictates that the variance swap rate equals the risk-neutral expected value of the realized
r
r
variance, i.e. EtQ [Vt,t+τ
], Vt,t+τ
is the equity return forward integrated variance over the time interval t to t
+ τ. The VRP is the difference between the time t expected equity returns variance under the historical (P)
and the risk-neutral (Q) probability measures, over horizon τ can be written as:
r
r
V RP (t, τ ) = EtQ [Vt,t+τ
] − EtP [Vt,t+τ
]
1

(2.8)

See in particular Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008) for the linear pricing characterization of long-run risk equilibrium models.
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With the linear affine risk premia setting, one obtains respectively:
V RP (t, τ ) = δvrp (τ ) + γvrp (τ )Xtf ,

(2.9)

where δvrp and γvrp relate to the data generating process, i.e. relate to αi and β i for i = Q and P (see
for example Todorov (2010), among others, for further details). Similarly, the pricing of future integrated
volatility can be written as:
f
r
Q
EtQ [Vt,t+τ
] = µQ
rv (τ ) + γrv (τ )Xt ,

r
P (τ )X f
EtP [Vt,t+τ
] = µPrv (τ ) + γrv
t

(2.10)

The above linear pricing schemes have been used extensively, although with assumed factor representations
- and their interpretation - that are different. See notably Carr and Wu (2009), Egloff, Leippold, and Wu
(2010), Zhou (2010), Bakshi, Panayotov, and Skoulakis (2011), Mueller, Vedolin, and Zhou (2011), Wang,
Zhou, and Zhou (2013) and Corradi, Distaso, and Mele (2013), among others. In the next section, we present
a novel approach of estimating Xtf .
By analogy with the term structure of interest rates, one can estimate the principal components for a panel
of variance risk premia with different maturities. Bühler (2006), Amengual (2009), Egloff, Leippold, and
Wu (2010) and Aı̈t-Sahalia, Karaman, and Mancini (2012) apply principal component analysis (PCA) to
panels of variance swap rates and find that two factors - which can be interpreted as level and slope - explain
close to 100 % of the variation in variance swap rates for the S&P 500. The similarities with term structure
of interest rates also brings us to the topic of stochastic singularity - since we have potentially large crosssections of variance swap rates driven - according to equation (2.9 - by just a few state variables. Adding
measurement errors to the variance swap rates is the standard solution. The analysis in the next section will
not require us to add an ad hoc measurement error as filtered volatilities have a natural error distribution
which we know how to characterize asymptotically.2

3

Factor Analysis with Panels of ARCH Filters

Technically speaking we will consider for any asset i with (log) price xit which has exposure to (some of)
the risk factors, i.e.:
xit ≡ δ0i + δ i Xtf
δ i 6= 0
(3.1)
such as for example the log price of an equity claim, log price of a zero-coupon bond, a risk spread, etc.,
and we are interested in two objects: (1) spot volatility and (2) integrated volatility.
2

Todorov (2010), Bollerslev and Todorov (2011), Aı̈t-Sahalia, Karaman, and Mancini (2012) find that a large and time-varying
jump risk component is embedded in variance swap rates. Regularity conditions underlying some of the factor filters discussed in
the next section will exclude jump risk, the reason why we need the rely on the more restrictive Assumption 2.2.
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We limit our attention to continuous path processes in this section, hence operate under Assumption 2.2. In
particular, combining equation equations (2.1) and (3.2) implies that xit satisfies the diffusion:
dxit = µi (Xtf )dt + σ i (Xtf )dWtP

(3.2)

where Xtf satisfies Assumption 2.2, i.e. excluding jumps, and therefore by Itô’s lemma: µi (Xtf ) ≡ δ i µP (Xtf )
and σ i (Xtf ) ≡ δ i σ(Xtf ).
We do not directly observe volatility, integrated or spot, (nor Xtf ) but have at our disposable, for a large
set of assets, some estimates for either type of volatility. We will start with the spot volatility case and
consider integrated volatilities in the next section. We are working under the assumption that we can collect
volatility data which span the space all the risk factors, formally defined later. Alternatively, we can think of
estimating a sub-block of factors pertaining to volatility, which we still will denote by Xtf to avoid further
complicating notation.
When spot volatility is latent it is necessary to think about filtering. There are an abundant number of filtering
schemes, many based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation algorithms, inspired by the seminal work
of Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi (2002). Such filtering schemes are analytically intractable and unattractive
when we are dealing with potentially large cross-sections, like hundreds of individual asset volatilities. We
therefore need to rely on computationally simple filters, convenient and analytically tractable. We therefore
opt for ARCH-type models as filters, following the work of Nelson (1990), Nelson and Foster (1994), Nelson
(1996), among others. Hence, we will rely on easy to estimate (univariate) ARCH-type models viewed as a
filters through which one passes the data to produce an estimate of the conditional variance.
We lack continuous time observations xit for asset i but have observations, denoted by xi[h:kh] with k integer,
at arbitrary small time intervals equally spaced by hi and such data can be collected at an ever increasing
i
frequency, hi ↓ 0 ∀ i. Suppose we denote the filtered volatility by V̂[h:t]
and we define:
i
V̂[h:t]
≡ σ i (Xtf )2 + ε̂i[h:t]

≡ (δ i )2 σ(Xtf )2 + ε̂i[h:t]

(3.3)

where ε̂i[h:t] is a filtering error, i.e. the difference between the true spot volatility and the one obtained from
the ARCH-filter. Nelson and Foster (1994) use continuous record asymptotics, i.e. using asset log asset
price data at arbitrary small time intervals, denoted by xi[h:t] for asset i in the cross-section, to characterize
the distribution of the measurement error.
Suppose for the moment that X f is a bivariate process and without loss of generality consists of two mutually
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orthogonal processes, call them X 1 and X 2 . Then we can rewrite (3.3) as:
i
= (δ1i )2 σ(X̄t1 )2 + (δ2i )2 σ(X̄t2 )2 + ε̂i[h:t]
V̂[h:t]

=

(δ1i )2 F1t

+

(δ2i )2 F2t

+

ε̂i[h:t]

(3.4)

(say)

(3.5)

and therefore we are looking at a two-factor spot volatility model. It will be important to make this
distinction with the integrated volatility factor representations we will study in the next section.
The data structure we have in mind involves three types of asymptotics. There is the cross-section of
volatilities estimates at each point in time, namely i = 1, . . . , N observed at dates t = 1, . . . , T. This
setup is reminiscent of the large N and large T asymptotics for panel data models of Stock and Watson
(2002), Bai and Ng (2002), Bai (2003), among others. In addition to the expanding N and T, we also have
the sampling frequency h of data used to compute the volatility estimates using data collected at increasing
frequency, h ↓ 0, where h ≡ supi=1,N hi . The sampling scheme we therefore have in mind appears in the
following diagram:

[xi[h:t−Kh] , . . . , xi[h:t−h] , xi[h:t] ]
L99 log price data {h ↓ 0} 99K

N →∞
..
.

N →∞
..
.

i
V̂[h:t]
..
.

i
V̂[h:t+1]
..
.

...

T →∞

∆ t = 1 fixed
Practically, we want to use principle component analysis (PCA) with panels of filtered volatilities to obtain
estimates of Xtf . Since both N and T are allowed to grow and h to shrink, we need to prevent filtering errors
to become a pervasive factor. The analysis in this section explains how to do this.
The time series of cross-sections is sampled at a fixed time interval, say ∆t = 1. This means that we observe
at best a discretization of Xtf , call it X̄tf , ≡ Xtf for t = k∆t k ∈ N. This may leave the impression that
the underlying affine diffusion setting is detached from the large panel framework, and therefore irrelevant,
for the purpose of our analysis, since in general there is no straightforward mapping from the continuous
time process to a finite time grid discretization, except in a few special cases. However, the continuous time
process is relevant because it provides: (a) the foundations for the volatility filters and their relationship to
X̄tf ,, and (b) the stochastic properties of the idiosyncratic (i.e. measurement) errors in the panel data model,
such that they satisfy the so called approximate (using the terminology of Chamberlain and Rothschild
(1983)) panel structure.
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We concentrate on univariate filters featuring the following updating scheme:
i
i
+ hκ̂it−h + h1/2 gti
= V̂[h:t−h]
V̂[h:t]


i
, t, h
κ̂it−h ≡ κ̂i xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]


i
i
gti ≡ g i ξˆx,t
, xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]
, t, h

(3.6)

i
, t, h)
µ̂it−h ≡ µ̂i (xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]
i
ξˆx,t
≡ h1/2 [xi[h:t] − xi[h:t−h] − hµ̂it−h ]
i , and g i are (definitely misspecified) functions selected by the econometrician (see for example
where κ̂i , ξˆx,t
t
i , and g i satisfy regularity
Corradi (2000) for a discussion of the weak GARCH(1,1) case). Moreover, κ̂i , ξˆx,t
t
conditions appearing in Assumption A.2 of Appendix A.1. Note that in principle our analysis extends to
multivariate volatility filters - and therefore panels of both conditional variance as well as covariance filters.
While in principle feasible - since Nelson (1996) establishes properties for filter errors which mirror the
univariate ones in terms of asymptotic convergence rates - we prefer to focus our analysis on a collection
of univariate volatility filters. In any practical application this will be to most convenient, computationally
straightforward and appealing approach. Finally, it should also be noted that Nelson and Foster (1994)
discuss at length how to design optimal filters, meaning in particular choices of gti to minimize mean squared
extraction errors. An econometrician could therefore opt for optimal design of the filters. However, the
analysis in the rest of the paper does not depend on optimal filtering.

The idea that we estimate, say GARCH(1,1) models for individual assets may raise the question that we may
have to deal with near-unit root type of models, i.e. IGARCH, and that this may adversely affect the PCA we
i
about to discuss next. It is important to note, however, that we only skip-sample V̂[h:t]
at intervals ∆t which
are far apart in terms of the local time scale determined by h which is used to compute the filtered volatilities.
Hence, as h shrinks, so does the serial dependence and among two subsequent panel data observations, i.e.
i
i
V̂[h:t−1]
and V̂[h:t]
for any t. This issue will be further highlighted when we discuss the idiosyncratic error
structure of the panel data models.
i
Having characterized both V̂[h:t]
and Vti , and therefore the filtering error ε̂i[h:t] , we are ready to consider
the statistical properties of principal component analysis. The typical route, taken by Stock and Watson
(2002), Bai and Ng (2002), Bai (2003), among others, is to: (a) make assumptions about the common
factors (existence of moments, etc.), (b) limit the cross-sectional and time series dependence across the
idiosyncratic errors, (c) impose independence (or some weaker assumption) between the factors and the
idiosyncratic errors, and finally (d) put restrictions on the behavior of the factor loadings. While we will
obviously borrow some of the standard assumptions from the large N and T asymptotic analysis of panel
data, we will need to deviate due to the specific nature of the (filtering) error process. In particular, the
properties of the latter will be controlled by what we do with sampling high frequency data, i.e. how h
shrinks. In the remainder of this section we discuss the regularity conditions which will guarantee that we
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obtain the desired asymptotic properties of the principal component estimator, by desired we mean the same
properties as those derived for large N and T.
To keep our analysis as close as possible to the standard large scale factor models in the literature, we adopt
the commonly used notation with some modification and then discuss the mapping with the framework
i , i = 1, . . . , N )0 :
discussed so far. Namely, consider the vector form model representation for X[h:t] = (V̂[h:t]
X[h:t] = ΛFt + e[h:t]

(3.7)

where the commonly used normalization E(Ft ) = 0 and E(Ft Ft0 ) is a k-dimensional diagonal matrix (k =
dim(X̄tf )) is assumed. The latter implies that the factors we will uncover are some affine transformation:
Ft = HX̄tf , with H a nonsingular k × k matrix. Term structure applications of affine models in particular,
involve anchoring factors to observable series - most notably the so called level, slope and curvature factors
(see e.g. Dai and Singleton (2000) for a detailed discussion). In our analysis, there is no obvious way
to calibrate the level and scale of Ft , and therefore we use a standard normalization. Moreover, we let
the factor loadings Λ = (λ1 , . . . , λN )0 are non-random and, (b) e[h:t] = (ε̂i[h:t] , i = 1, . . . , N )0 . The matrix
representation of the factor model is:
X[h] = F Λ0 + e[h]
(3.8)
1 )0 , . . . , (X N )0 ) is a T × N matrix of observations on demeaned volatilities and e
where X[h] = ((X[h:.]
[h]
[h:.]
0
0
= ((e[h:1] ) , . . . , (e[h:N ] ) ) a T × N matrix of idiosyncratic errors. Henceforth, to simplify notation we will
denote the individual elements as xi[h:t] , and ei[h:t] .

Our analysis shares some basic assumptions regarding F, but also differs substantially in terms of key
assumptions regarding e[h] . We devote our attention first to the latter. A typical assumption is that F and e[h]
are mutually independent (with some notable exceptions - see e.g. Bai (2003, Assumption D)). In our setting
they are not as ε̂i[h:t] features heteroskedasticity which depends on Xtf (namely through the terms B i (x, y, t)
and C i (x, y, t) appearing in (A.2), see Nelson and Foster (1994, Theorem 3.1)). Moreover, in the context of
standard large scale factor models, some basic assumptions are also made about the time series and crosssection dependence of the idiosyncratic errors. In particular, the notion of an approximate factor model due
to Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) imposes regularity conditions such that the idiosyncratic errors are
allowed to be mildly cross-sectionally correlated.
To discuss the stochastic properties of the idiosyncratic errors we start with stating an assumption we already
mentioned earlier, namely:
Assumption 3.1. The panel data are sampled at a fixed time interval ∆t across time.
The above assumption implies that the idiosyncratic errors ε̂i[h:t] are serially uncorrelated for h sufficiently
small. Recall that the panel data set is sampled at a fixed time interval ∆t = 1. Consequently, two discretely
sampled consecutive filtering errors are sampled far apart in a continuous record sense and therefore become
9

serially uncorrelated (this feature was noted by Nelson and Foster (1994, Eq. (3.23))). Hence, discipline
on the idiosyncratic errors is imposed as a natural by-product of the filtering asymptotic analysis. The next
lemma essentially collects a number of key results, including the lack of serial correlation, derived by Nelson
and Foster (1994) which we will use in the subsequent analysis:
Lemma 3.1. Under Assumption 3.1, the sequences ε̂i[h:t] ∀i are serially uncorrelated. Moreover, under
Assumptions A.1-A.4 we have as h ↓ 0 : [h−1/4 ε̂i[h:t] |xi[h:t−√h] = x, X f

√
t− h

d

= X , ε̂i[h:t−√h] = q] →

2 ), uniformly on the set (x, X , q).
N (0, σit

We provide all the detailed proofs in the Appendix. Note that the conditioning information in the above
lemma is the high frequency information filtration used to compute the filtered volatilities - which is different
from the usual panel data filtration.
We also need to achieve discipline on the cross-sectional dependence by controlling the rate at which N
grows vis-à-vis the rate h shrinks. Because Lemma 3.1 only deals with univariate properties, we actually
need to control the expansion of the cross-section, namely:
Assumption 3.2. Let N be the dimension of the cross-section of the large scale factor model appearing in
(3.8) and let the sampling frequency of high frequency data to estimate filtered volatilities be h. It is assumed
that h ∼ O(N −2 ). In addition, let E[ε̂i[h:t] ε̂j[h:s] ] ≡ τij,st , then:
(N T )−1

N X
N X
T X
T
X

|τij,st | ≤ M,

i=1 j=1 t=1 s=1

with M some finite positive constant.
The above assumption guarantees that we sample at sufficiently small intervals, relative to N, to obtain wellbehaved weak cross-sectional dependence of the idiosyncratic errors. The second part of the assumption
guarantees there is only weak dependence between the filtering errors for two different assets i and j at
different time periods t and s. The latter is a relative mild assumption commonly used in the literature.
The estimator we consider is standard, namely the method of asymptotic principal components, initiated by
was first considered by Connor and Korajczyk ((1986) and (1988)) and refined by Stock and Watson (2002),
Bai and Ng (2002), Bai (2003), as an estimator of the factors in a large N and T setup. For any given r
not necessarily equal to the true number of factors k, the method of principal components (PC) constructs a
T × r matrix of estimated factors and a corresponding N × r matrix of estimated loadings by solving the
following optimization problem for a given h :
min
Λ,F

N T
1 XX i
(x[h:t] − λ0i Ft )2
NT
i=1 t=1
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(3.9)

subject to the normalization that (Λ0r Λr )/N = Ir and (Fr0 Fr ) being diagonal. The estimated factor matrix
√
0 .
F̃[h:t] is T times the eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues of the T ×T matrix X[h] X[h]
0 F̃ )−1 F̃ 0 X
Moreover, Λ̃0 = (F̃[h]
[h]
[h] [h] are the corresponding factor loadings.
Next we state a number of standard assumptions which we share with the standard literature on large scale
factor models involving stationary data. To do so, we define ||A|| = [tr (A0 A)]1/2 as the norm of matrix A.
Assumption 3.3. Let M again be a generic positive finite constant, then
• E||X̄tf ||4 < M and

1
T

f
f 0
t X̄t (X̄t )

P

→ ΣF > 0, a non-random k × k matrix.

• the factor loadings λi are non-random and satisfy ||λi || < M ∀ i and ||Λ00 Λ0 /N − ΣΛ || → 0 for some
k × k positive definite matrix ΣΛ .
• The eigenvalues of the k × k matrix (ΣΛ · ΣF ) are distinct.
The first part of the above assumption imposes moment conditions which are standard in the panel data
literature. The process X̄tf is a point sampled copy of the diffusion appearing in (2.1) (without jumps).
The regularity conditions imposed by Nelson and Foster (1994) on the continuous process, involving a
finite diffusion function and thus E||Xtf ||2 < M, are actually weaker. However, since we do not have a
direct relationship between the continuous time affine diffusion and the moments of the discretely sampled
snapshots X̄tf , we simply impose the necessary moment conditions. It is important to note that we do not
require the stringent moment conditions typically imposed to study the large sample properties of GARCH
models (see e.g. Lee and Hansen (1994), Lumsdaine (1996), and subsequent literature). What matters for our
analysis is the local properties of the filtering errors, not the parameter estimates of the GARCH models and
their asymptotic distribution, which may involve strong conditions on the moments of returns normalized
by their conditional volatility (up to 32nd moment in the case of Lumsdaine (1996, Assumption 2)). The
second part of the assumption is guaranteed in the context of asset pricing models where λi = γiv (H−1 ,
which reflects finite risk exposure to factors.
Theorem 3.1. Under Assumptions 3.1-3.3 and A.1-A.4, we have:
−1/2

(a) plimT,N →∞,h↓0 F̃[h] X̄ f /T = Q an invertible matrix equal to V 1/2 Υ0 ΣΛ , where V =
1/2
1/2
diag(ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νk ), ν1 > ν2 . . . , νk are the eigenvalues of ΣΛ ΣΛ ΣΛ , and Υ is the corresponding
eigenvector matrix such that Υ0 Υ = Ik .
√
√
d
(b) if N /T → 0, then for each t : ( N /h1/4 )(F̃[h:t] − HX̄tf ) → N (0, V −1 QΛt Q0 V −1 ),
The proof appears in Appendix B. The difference between Bai (2003, Theorem 1) and Theorem 3.1 is the rate
of convergence for the estimation of the factors. Indeed, we note from the above theorem that the estimation
√
√
of the factors has a rate of convergence ( N /h1/4 ) instead of the standard N asymptotic results found
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in Bai and Ng (2002), Bai (2003), among others. The reason for the difference is the combination of the
continuous record asymptotics of Nelson and Foster (1994) and the large panel data analysis. In the latter
case, standard central limit theorems are assumed for the error process of the panel data model (see e.g.
Assumption F of Bai (2003)). In our analysis, the dependence structure of the errors follows directly from
the assumed sampling scheme for the ARCH filters. A combination of Lemma 3.1 and Assumption 3.2
yields an intriguing result which is intuitively easy to explain. Because of Assumption 3.2, we need to
sample the return data feeds for the ARCH filters more frequently, in fact let us take as example h = N −2 .
Then, as we expand the cross-section, we simultaneously squeeze the ARCH filtering errors, and therefore
the errors of the panel data. With h = N −2 , we actually obtain a rate of converge equal to N, instead of
√
the usual N . This actually implies that ARCH filter panel data models yield super-consistent estimators,
borrowing a concept from the unit root literature (e.g. Dickey and Fuller (1981)), for the factor process X̄tf .
In the next section, we will have different rates of convergence, when we replace the continuous record
asymptotics with various in-fill asymptotic results for so called realized measures.
It should finally also be noted that the number of factors can be consistently estimated the number of factors
k by analyzing the statistical properties of the minimand V (k̃) appearing in equation (3.9) as a function of k̃,
where k̃ is not necessarily the true k. Bai and Ng (2002) showed that the number of factors can be estimated
consistently by minimizing the following criterion:

IC(k̃) = log (V (k̃)) + k̃

N +T
NT




log

NT
N +T



We show in Appendix B that this criterion remains valid for the selection of factors.
To conclude it should be noted that the analysis in this section is not limited to the ARCH-type filters
discussed by Nelson and Foster (1994). A number of papers have recently proposed purely data-driven,
typically kernel-based, estimators of spot volatility using high frequency data, see e.g. Zhang (2001b),
Andreou and Ghysels (2002), Malliavin and Mancino (2005), Fan, Fan, and Jiang (2007), Fan and Wang
(2008), Mykland and Zhang (2008), Zhao and Wu (2008), Kristensen (2010), among others. With suitable
modifications of the regularity conditions our analysis can easily be extended to high frequency purely datadriven spot volatility estimators. With ARCH-type filters we required in Assumption 3.2 that h ∼ O(N −2 ).
For example, in the case of kernel-based spot volatility estimators considered notably by Fan and Wang
√
(2008) the required rate becomes hb ∼ O(N −1 ) where b is the bandwidth used in the kernels. Hence,
alternative estimators, with different convergence rates require different balancing of asymptotic rates with
the cross-sectional dimension N. This is a theme which we will also explore further in the next section.
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4

Factor Analysis with Panels of Realized Measures

We now consider a cross-section of asset driven by a state variable process which may feature jumps.
Combining equation equations (2.1) and (3.2) implies that xit satisfies the diffusion:
dxit = µi (Xtf )dt + σ i (Xtf )dWtP + dZti

(4.1)

where Xtf satisfies Assumption 2.1, i.e. including jumps, and therefore by Itô’s lemma: µi (Xtf ) ≡
δ i µP (Xtf ), σ i (Xtf ) ≡ δ i σ(Xtf ), and finally Zti is a pure jump process whose jumps have a fixed probability
distribution ν i with ν i (x) ≡ ν P (δ0i + δ i x) on Rk with the arrival intensity of Xtf . It will be useful to rewrite
the above equation more explicitly with regards to the jump size realizations, namely:
dxit = µi (Xtf )dt + σ i (Xtf )dWtP + θti dJti

(4.2)

where dJt is a counting process with dJt = 1 corresponding to a jump at t and dJt = 0 if no jump and θti is
the jump size.
Instead of examining spot volatility we are interest in the realized volatility over some interval [t − d, t],
where d ≤ ∆t. This means that we could potentially look at realized volatilities over the entire interval
∆t considered as sampling frequency of the panel data. This is therefore different from the analysis in
the previous section where we were concerned about the spot volatility of the factor process (and therefore
point sampled X̄tf ) spaced at discrete distances ∆t. Note that we can set d such that a monthly panel of (a)
monthly, (b) last week of the month, (c) last day of the month, etc., realized volatilities are collected. The
only constraint is that they are non-overlapping. As noted in the Introduction, we are not the first to suggest
a large dimensional panel data approach to realized measures, since they were proposed by Anderson and
Vahid (2007) and Barigozzi, Brownlees, Gallo, and Veredas (2011). Neither paper, however, deals with
the asymptotic theory implications of estimation errors in realize measures and their impact on the implied
approximate factor model structure. It is the purpose of this section to do so. To study realized volatilities,
we are interested in measures such as the increments of quadratic variation:
i
QV[t−d,t]

Z

t

X

σ i (Xsf )ds +

=
t−d

(δ0i + δ i θsi )2 .

s∈[t−d,t]:Jsi =1

which can also be written as:
i
QV[t−d,t]

= δ

i

Z

t

X

σ(Xsf )ds +

t−d

(θsi )2

s∈[t−d,t]:Jsi =1

Xf

X

= δ i QV[t−d,t] +

s∈[t−d,t]:Jsi =1
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f

(δ0i + δ i θsX )2 .

(4.3)

Suppose again for the moment that X f is a bivariate process and without loss of generality consists of two
mutually orthogonal processes and as in equation (3.4) call them X 1 and X 2 . Then we can rewrite (4.3) as:
2

1

X

X
X
i
+
+ (δ2i )2 QV[t−d,t]
= (δ1i )2 QV[t−d,t]
QV[t−d,t]

f

(δ0i + δ i θsX )2

(4.4)

s∈[t−d,t]:Jsi =1

which means we are looking at a three-factor model, with one being driven by the jump process. Note
that the latter is not the usual factor process we typically encounter in panel data models, but the regularity
conditions one imposes do not preclude this type of process. We could ignore the presence of jumps, and
therefore the last term on the right hand side of (4.4) would disappear. Comparing equations (3.4) with (4.4)
tells us that even in the absence of jumps, using spot volatility versus realized volatility estimates would not
yield the same factors. The former yields factor representations in terms of point-sampled X f , whereas the
latter yields integrated volatilities of the same process as factors. Note, however, that the number of factors
should be the same if we operate under the assumption that no jumps are present (and thus the estimation of
spot volatilities is legitimate).
The volatility measures appearing in equation (4.3) are not observable but can be estimated from data. It is
possible to consistently estimate QV[t−d,t] in (4.3) by summing squared high frequency returns, yielding the
so called realized variance, namely:

QV

i
[h:t−d,t]

=

d/h 
X

xi[h:t−1+jh] − xi[h:t−1+(j−1)h]

2

.

(4.5)

j=1

Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2002b), Jacod and Protter (1998) and Zhang (2001a) show that, under
mild regularity conditions satisfied by the class of affine diffusion with bounded volatility paths, the error of
realized variance is asymptotically
 q

i
d
i
) → N 0, 2Qi[t−d,t]
h−1/α (QV [h:t−d,t] − QV[t−d,t]

(4.6)

where Qi[t−d,t] is the so called quarticity. Note that we parameterize the rates of convergence with α in order
to formulate a generalization of Assumption 3.2 and being able to handle various realized measures. In
equation (4.6) we have α = 2. Note that this implies
i

1

2

X
X
QV [h:t−d,t] = δ1i QV[t−d,t]
+ δ2i QV[t−d,t]
+

X

f

(δ0i + δ i θsX )2 + ε̂i[h:t−d,t]

(4.7)

s∈[t−d,t]:Jsi =1
d

where h−1/α ε̂i[h:t−d,t] → N (0,

q
2Qi[t−d,t] ).

In order to separate the jump and continuous sample path components of QV[t−d,t] Barndorff-Nielsen and
Shephard (2004a) and Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004b) introduce the concept of bi-power variation
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defined as:
i

BP V [h:t−d,t,,k] = µ−2
1

1/h
X

xi[h:t−1+jh] − xi[h:t−1+(j−1)h] xi[h:t−1+jh] − xi[h:t−1+(j−1−k)h] ,

(4.8)

j=k+1

where µa = E |Z|a and Z ∼ N (0, 1), a > 0. Henceforth we will, without loss of generality, specialize
our discussion the case k = 1, and therefore drop it to simplify notation. Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard
i
(2004b) establish the sampling behavior of BP V [h:t−d,t] as h → 0, and show that under suitable regularity
conditions:
Z
t

i

σ(Xsf )2 ds

lim BP V [h:t−d,t,k] = (δ i )2

h→0

(4.9)

t−d
i

Therefore, in the presence of jumps, BP V [h:t−d,t] converges to the continuous path component of QV[t−d,t]
and is not affected by jumps. The sampling error of the bi-power variation is
h

−1/α


Z
i
i 2
BP V [h:t−d,t,,k] − (δ )

t

σ(Xsf )2



 p

ds ∼ N 0, νbb Qt

(4.10)

t−d

where νbb = (π/4)2 + π - 5 ≈ 0.6090 and α is again equal to two. Consequently, we also have:
i

1

2

X
X
BP V [h:t−d,t] = δ1i QV[t−d,t]
+ δ2i QV[t−d,t]
+ ε̂i[h:t−d,t,k] .

(4.11)

So far we have two types of panel data models, appearing respectively in equations (4.7) and (4.11). The
former is a panel or realized volatilities and related to both volatility and jump risk factors. The latter is a
panel linked only to volatility risk. The latter is closer to the panel of spot volatilities studied in the previous
section, although as noted earlier the interpretation of the factors is not the same.
We will need to impose some discipline, by analogy with the analysis in the previous section, on the error
process ε̂i[h:t−d,t] appearing respectively in equations (4.7) and (4.11). In particular, the generalization of
Assumption 3.2 is as follows:
Assumption 4.1. Let N be the dimension of the cross-section of the large scale factor model appearing
in (3.8) and let the sampling frequency of high frequency data to compute realized volatilities be h. It is
assumed that h ∼ O(N −(α/2) ). In addition, let E[ε̂i[h:t−d,t] ε̂j[h:t−d,s] ] ≡ τij,st , then:
(N T )−1

N X
N X
T X
T
X

|τij,st | ≤ M,

i=1 j=1 t=1 s=1

with M some finite positive constant.
i

i

If a researcher decides to use panel data sets of realized measures, either QV [h:t−d,t] or BP V [h:t−d,t,,k] , then
the following theorem is proven in Appendix C:
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Theorem 4.1. Under Assumptions 3.1-3.3, with 3.2 replaced by 4.1 and A.1-A.4, we have:
−1/2

(a) plimT,N →∞,h↓0 F̃[h] X̄ f /T = Q an invertible matrix equal to V 1/2 Υ0 ΣΛ , where V =
1/2
1/2
diag(ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νk ), ν1 > ν2 . . . , νk are the eigenvalues of ΣΛ ΣΛ ΣΛ , and Υ is the corresponding
eigenvector matrix such that Υ0 Υ = Ik .
√
√
d
(b) if N /T → 0, then for each t : ( N /h1/α )(F̃[h:t] − HX̄tf ) → N (0, V −1 QΛt Q0 V −1 ),
√
The rate of convergence is now ( N /h1/α ), which depends on the realized measure being used, the
presence of microstructure noise, and the choice of feasible estimators. However, the relationship between
the high frequency data sampling scheme and the cross-sectional dimension also changes accordingly, as
specified in Assumption 4.1, achieving again superconsistency. For example, if we take the simple case of
realized volatility in the absence of jumps, the case comparable to the analysis in the previous section, we
note that the rate of convergence is again equal to N, namely with α = 2, and h = 1/N.
The analysis in this section can be extended to various other realized measures. For example, when
microstructure noise affects high frequency returns, we obtain estimators QV t with different convergence
rates α and different definitions of Qt . In the case of the two scales realized volatility (Zhang, Mykland,
and Aı̈t-Sahalia (2005)) α = 12, and in the case of the multi-scale estimator (Zhang (2006)), or the kernel
estimators of Barndorff-Nielsen, Hansen, Lunde, and Shephard (2008), α = 8. The latter rate is efficient
since it also occurs in the parametric case (see Gloter and Jacod (2000)). With a suitable change in links
between high frequency sampling and the cross-section, as spelled out in Assumption 4.1 we obtain the
same asymptotic results for large panel estimators applied to the modified realized measures.

5

Simulations

We consider 1,000 replications of samples each consisting of 500 ’days’ with in-sample (intra-daily
sampling) sizes n = 288. These correspond to the use of five-minute returns in a 24-hour financial market.
Every simulation has a 1000 days burn-in pre-sample period to eliminate starting value problems.
We will examine cases involve a single factor and two types of models involving two factors. Using the
terminology of Chernov, Gallant, Ghysels, and Tauchen (2003) we will consider: SV1F, SV2F and SV1FJ
f
f
f
type of models. The SV1F case consists of X1t
specified below, SV2F consists of X1t
and X2t
, and finally
f
f
SV1FJ will correspond to X1t and X3t . The three processes are special cases of (2.1), namely:





 

f
f
f 1/2
dX1t
α01 + α11 X1t
(X1t
)
dW1t
0




 

f 
f 
f
 dX2t  =  α02 + α12 X2t  dt +  (X2t )1/2   dW2t  +  0 
f
dX3t
0
0
0
dZt
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(5.1)

where: dZt = Jt dqt , with Jt ∼ N (µJ , σJ2 ) qt ∼ P oi(λJ ). Using equation (3.1) we generate a cross-section
as follows:
f
• For SV1F: xit ≡ δ0i + δ1i X1t
, where the parameters are random draws δ0i ∼ N (0, σ02 ) and δ1i ∼ N (1, σ12 ),
both i.i.d. across i.
f
f
• For SV2F: xit ≡ δ0i + δ1i X1t
+ δ2i X2t
, where the parameters are again random draws δ0i ∼ N (0, σ02 )
and δji ∼ N (1, σj2 ), for j = 1 and 2 also i.i.d. across i.
f
f
• For SV1FJ: xit ≡ δ0i + δ1i X1t
+ δ3i X3t
, where the parameters are again random draws δ0i ∼ N (0, σ02 )
and δji ∼ N (1, σj2 ), for j = 1 and 3 also i.i.d. across i.

Hence, the cross-section is created by a random draw of exposures to the factors.
INCOMPLETE
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Technical Appendix

A

Regularity Conditions

In this section we list a number of regularity conditions and report a number of useful results reported elsewhere in the
literature. We start with the case of ARCH filters and then cover realized volatilities.

A.1

Panel Data Analysis of ARCH Filters

Assumption A.1. The continuous time process xit satisfies for all i = 1, . . . , N the diffusion:
dxit = µi (Xtf )dt + σ i (Xtf )dWtP

(A.1)

where Xtf satisfies Assumption 2.2, i.e. excluding jumps, and therefore by Itô’s lemma: µi (Xtf ) ≡ δ i µP (Xtf ) and
σ i (Xtf ) ≡ σ(Xtf ), using equations (2.1) and (3.2). Moreover, for each h > 0 the discrete time Markov process xi[h:t]
satisfies for each ∆ > 0 and integer k,
• µi∆,h (x) = h−∆ E[xi[h:kh+1] − xi[h:kh] |xi[h:kh] = x]
i
(x) = h−∆ V ar[xi[h:kh+1] − xi[h:kh] |xi[h:kh] = x]
• σ∆,h
i
where: µi∆,h (x) → µi (x), σ∆,h
(x) → σ i (x) and for some d > 0, h−∆ E[(xi[h:kh+1] − xi[h:kh] )2=d |xi[h:kh] = x] → 0,
where → refers to convergence uniform on every bounded x set.

Then following Stroock and Varadhan (1979) and Nelson and Foster (1994), xi[h:t] ⇒ xit , where ⇒ denotes weak
convergence. Moreover, let F i be the cumulative distribution of the starting point x0 , and Fhi be the cumulative
distribution of the starting point xi[h:0] . If xi[h:0] sets xi0 with probability one for all h, then the weak convergence is
uniform on every bounded xi0 set.
The filter appearing in (3.6) satisfies:
i
Assumption A.2. For all i = 1, . . . , N the functions κ̂i , ξˆx,t
, and gti satisfy:
i
• κ̂i and ξˆx,t
are continuous in all arguments
i
i
• gti is differentiable in ξˆx,t
, xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]
and h almost everywhere and must possess one-sided derivatives
everywhere.

i
i
Moreover, let ∀ i : q[h:t]
≡ h−1/4 V̂[h:t]
- Vti , which satisfies:

Assumption A.3. For all i = 1, . . . , N, uniformly on every bounded (x, q, t) set:
i
i
i
h−1/2 E[q[h:t+h]
− q[h:t]
|xit = x, Xtf = X , q[h:t]
= q] → qB(x, y, t),
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i
i
i
h−1/2 V ar[q[h:t+h]
− q[h:t]
|xit = x, Xtf = X , q[h:t]
= q] → C(x, y, t),

as h ↓ 0 where:
B i (x, y, t)

=

C i (x, y, t)

=



i
i
i
, t, h /∂V i |xi[h:t−h] = x, V̂[h:t−h]
= y]
lim E[∂g i ξˆx,t
, xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]
h↓0


i
i
i
, t, h )2 |xi[h:t−h] = x, V̂[h:t−h]
= y]
lim E[(g i ξˆx,t
, xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]

(A.2)

h↓0

Further B i (x, y, t) and C i (x, y, t) are twice continuously differentiable in x and y.
Assumption A.4. For some d > 0 and for all i = 1, . . . , N then both:
E[h−1/2 |xit+h − xit |2+d |xit = x, Vti = y]
i
E[h−1/2 |Vt+h
− Vti |2+d |xit = x, Vti = y]

are bounded as h ↓ 0, uniformly on every bounded (x, y, t) set, and

2+d
i
i
lim sup E[g i ξˆx,t
, xi[h:t−h] , V̂[h:t−h]
, t, h
|xit = x, Vti = y, qt = q]
h↓0

is bounded uniformly on every bounded (x, y, q, t) set.

B

Proof of Theorem 3.1

We start by noting that the first part of Lemma 3.1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 in Nelson and Foster (1994),
2
where σit
equals:
2
σit
= C i (x, y, t)(1 − exp (−B i (x, y, t)))/(2B i (x, y, t))
(B.3)
using equation (3.22) in Nelson and Foster (1994) and the expressions in Assumption A.2 evaluated at xit−√h = x,
p
f
√ = X and t −
Xt−
(h). Note also that the mean of the Gaussian limiting distribution is zero, a result also noted by
h
Nelson and Foster (1994) in the case of diffusions - as is the case we consider. Moreover, the results of Nelson and
Foster (1994) imply a finite variance across all i.
We first proof the following lemmas:
Lemma B.1. Assuming the conditions in Lemma 3.1, E[N −1

PN

i
2
i=1 (ε̂[h:t] ) ]

≤ M ∀ t and all N.

PN
PN 2
PN
PN
2
≤ N −1 h1/2 i=1 (supi σit
)
Proof: E[N −1 i=1 (ε̂i[h:t] )2 ] = N −1 h1/2 i=1 E[(h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t] )2 ] = N −1 h1/2 i=1 σit
≤ M, the latter following Lemma 3.1, namely the fact that ∀ i σit is finite. This holds for all t and N.

The following two Lemmas hold straightforwardly because the sequences ε̂i[h:t] ∀i are serially uncorrelated.
Lemma B.2. Assuming the conditions in Lemma 3.1, then T −1
N and T.
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PT

s=1

PT

t=1

E[N −1

PN

i
i
i=1 (ε̂[h:t] ε̂[h:s] )]

≤ M, for all

Lemma B.3. Under Assumptions 3.2 and those in Lemma 3.1, for every t and s :
E[N −1/2

N
X

ε̂i[h:s] ε̂i[h:t] − E(ε̂i[h:s] ε̂i[h:t] )]4 ≤ M

i=1

PN PN

Lemma B.4. Under Assumptions 3.2 and those in Lemma 3.1, then N −1
N.

i=1

j=1

supt E[ε̂i[h:t] ε̂j[h:t] ] ≤ M, for all

Proof: Applying first the Cauchy-Schwarz and then applying the results of Lemma 3.1, namely the fact that
PN PN
PN PN
∀ i σit is finite yields: N −1 i=1 j=1 supt E[ε̂i[h:t] ε̂j[h:t] ] = N −1 h1/2 i=1 j=1 supt E[h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t] ε̂j[h:t] ] ≤
PN PN
PN PN
2 1/2 2 1/2
2
2
N −1 h1/2 i=1 j=1 supt (σit
) (σjt ) ≤ N −1 h1/2 i=1 j=1 supi,t (σit
) ≤ N h1/2 supi,t (σit
) ≤ M, the latter
following Assumption 3.2, which balances the growth of N and the shrinkage of h.

Lemma B.5. Under Assumptions 3.2 and those in Lemma 3.1, for every t and s :
E

N

−1

N
X

kT

−1/2

T
X

!
X̄tf ε̂i[h:t] k2

≤M

t=1

i=1

and for each t :
N T
1 XX f k
Ek √
X̄t [ε̂[h:s] ε̂k[h:t] − E(ε̂k[h:s] ε̂k[h:t] )]k2 ≤ M
N T k=1 s=1

while for the k × k matrix:
Ek √

N T
1 XX f 0 k
X̄t λk ε̂[h:t] k2 ≤ M
N T k=1 t=1

Proof: Regarding the first inequality, note that:
E(N −1

N
X
i=1

kT −1/2

T
X

X̄tf ε̂i[h:t] k2 )

=

t=1

E(N −1

N
X

h1/2 kT −1/2

E(N −1 h1/2

N
X

k(T −1/2

E(N −1 h1/2

N
X

T
X

(h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t] )2 )1/2 (T −1/2

T
X

t=1

i=1

=

X̄tf h−1/4 ε̂i[h:t] k2 )

t=1

i=1

≤

T
X

(T −1/2

i=1

T
X
t=1

(h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t] )2 )k(T −1/2

(kX̄tf k2 )1/2 k2 ))

t=1
T
X

(kX̄tf k2 )1/2 k2 )) ≤ M

t=1

where the latter is a result of Assumptions 3.3, 3.2 and those in Lemma 3.1. The second inequality is easy to obtain
by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz combined with the fact that ε̂i[h:t] is serially uncorrelated.

√
Lemma B.6. Under Assumptions 3.2 and those in Lemma 3.1, for all T and N, and for every t < T, with N /T →
PT
PN
PN
0 : s=1 E(N −1 i=1 ε̂i[h:s] ε̂i[h:t] ) < M and for every i < N : k=1 E(ε̂k[h:t] ε̂i[h:t] ) < M.
Proof: The first inequality follows straightforwardly from the absence of serial dependence across time, while the
proof of the second inequality is similar to that of Lemma ?? and therefore omitted.
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Lemma B.7. Under Assumptions 3.2 and those in Lemma 3.1, for each t as N → ∞:
N
1 X 0 −1/4 i
d
√
λi h
ε̂[h:t] → N (0, Γt ),
N i=1

where Γt = limN →∞ (1/N )

PN PN
i=1

j=1

λ0i (λ0i )0 E(h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t] ε̂j[h:t] );

The sample average involves Gaussian random variables with dependence which decreases across the entire sample
at a rate h1/2 which is O(1/N ). Kolmogorov and Rozanov (1960) showed that stationary Gaussian sequences with
such dependence are strong mixing, and therefore a CLT applies, see also Kuersteiner and Prucha (2013) for further
discussion.

Lemma B.8. Under Assumptions 3.2, 3.3 and those in Lemma 3.1, for each i as T → ∞:
T
1 X f −1/4 i
d
√
X̄t h
ε̂[h:t] → N (0, Φi ),
T t=1

where Φi = limT →∞ (1/T )

PT

s=1

PT

t=1

E[X̄tf (X̄tf )0 (h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t] ε̂i[h:s] )];

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz combined with the fact that ε̂i[h:t] is Gaussian and serially independent implies that a
standard CLT applies.

The result in part (a) of Theorem 3.1 follow from the fact that Assumptions 3.2, 3.3 and those in Lemma 3.1 imply
that the conditions of Bai (2003, Proposition 1) hold. The results in Lemmas B.1 through B.8 imply that Bai (2003,
Assumptions A-G) apply with the modification of the rates of convergence, namely:
T
N
X
√
1 X 0 −1/4 i
−1
( N /h1/4 )(F̃[h:t] − HX̄tf ) = VN−1
(F̃[h:t] (HX̄tf ))0 √
λi h
ε̂[h:t] + op (1).
TT
N i=1
t=1

where the latter comes from the fact, as shown in Lemma B.7 that we need to adjust for the shrinkage in high frequency
data, driven by h−1/4 , the rate of convergence in Nelson and Foster (1994).


C

Proof of Theorem 4.1

We start with a result equivalent to Lemma 3.1, namely:
Lemma C.1. Let Assumption 3.1 hold, then the sequences ε̂i[h:t−d,t] and ε̂i[h:t−d,t,k] defined in respectively equations
(4.7) and (4.11) are serially uncorrelated when d ≤ ∆t. Moreover, under Assumptions 2.2 and 2.4 then as h ↓ 0 :

 q
d
h−1/α ε̂i[h:t−d,t] → N 0, 2Qi[t−d,t]

(C.4)

and under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4, again as h ↓ 0 :
 p

d
h−1/2 ε̂i[h:t−d,t,k] → N 0, νbb Qt
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(C.5)

where νbb = (π/4)2 + π - 5 ≈ 0.6090.
Proof: Regarding the autocorrelation properties of the sequences ε̂i[h:t−d,t] and ε̂i[h:t−d,t,k] we rely on the results of
Ghysels, Mykland, and Renault (2010) who show that the autocorrelations of ε̂i[h:t−d,t] and ε̂i[h:t−d,t,k] are O(h), and
there are asymptotically uncorrelated. The asymptotic distribution result in (C.4) follows from Barndorff-Nielsen and
Shephard (2002a, Theorem 1). Finally, the distributional result in (??) follows from Assumption 2.4, which implies
that the regularity conditions of Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004a, Theorem 1) are satisfied.

We skip the details of the rest of the proof as the steps mimic those in the previous section. Namely, the proofs of
Lemmas B.1 through B.8, suitably modified using ε̂i[h:t−d,t] and ε̂i[h:t−d,t,k] remain valid. The rest of the proof then
follows straightforwardly using the same reasoning as in Appendix B.
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